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We have reported the optimal conditions in which
physical stimulus is effective for enhancing three-
dimensional??D?-like proliferation of mouse fibro-
blasts mediated by hydroxyapatite. In this study, we
investigated the changes in proliferation pattern of
normal human cells induced by heat treatment using
pressed silk. Since the results of our previous experi-
ments using mouse cells showed that the optimal con-
ditions for heat treatment were??? for??minutes,
we used the same conditions in this study. It was
found that the ?D-like proliferation of cells changed
in stages from “signs of ?D-like pattern formation”,
“beginning of ?D-like pattern formation”, “almost
complete formation” and finally “complete formation”.
Moreover, human cell ?D-like proliferation pattern
was formed more rapidly and at a higher rate than
that in experiments using mouse cells. The finding of
formation of a ?D-like proliferation pattern by normal
human cells may be of clinical significance for in vivo
cell function in humans. Moreover, the finding in this
study of four stages in the process of a ?D-like prolif-
eration pattern should be useful for determination of
the most effective dose of heat treatment. In this pa-
per, we compare the changes in proliferation pattern
of normal human cells induced by pressed silk with
the results of our previous study using mouse cells,
and we discuss the mechanisms underlying the ?D-
like proliferation pattern of cells at the molecular and
cellular levels. We also discuss the potentially impor-
tant roles of Hsp??, Hsp?? and Hps?? as well as p??
in the response of cells to heat treatment.
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